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FOREWORD.

THE SIX-CYLINDER 20-70 H.P. 3-Litre WHITLOCK CARhas many outstanding features. Ceaseless research and exhaus

tive experiment have brought it to a remarkable degree of perfection,

and technical experts and private users, who have given it very severe
tests, are all delighted and amazed at its· speed, wonderful acceleration,

flexibility and general excellence.

For over twenty years we have been building Motor Cars and
Coachwork, and this is the second year we have been producing medium
six-cylinder cars. This new model marks the culminating point in motor

design. Never before have power and economy been combined with
such refinement. On any speed, from five to sixty-five miles per hour,

its running is a revelation. To sit at the wheel of this new Six-Cylinder,
to feel its silky smoothness, the eager rapidity of its acceleration, its
thrilling sense of power and reserve, is to realise that here at last is

the car of your desire-the SIX THAT SATISFIES. There is no

period of restricted performance, these cars may be driven at any speed

from the first moment of possession. you can reach, if necessary,
40 m.p.h. in a few seconds. On a hill like the Brooklands Test Hill,

with its average gradient of 1 in 5 <maximum 1 in 4>, you can sweep
up in your stride, effortless, silently, on top. Light steering, efficiency
in brake design, comfort in springing, reliability of minor details-all have
been provided to perfection.

Particularly pleasing and exclusive are the lines of the coachwork,

comfort has not, however, been sacrificed to appearance. All the seats
are designed and upholstered with the greatest regard for the comfort
of the occupants, and the body is built in that thorough manner which
has made our coachwork so justly famous.

The WHITLOCK comes to you complete, ready to respond

instantly to any demand you may make of it, and capable of giving
years and years of reliable service.

Try the car on the road yourself, your own experience will con
vince you of its remarkable capabilities.
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Plan view of the Whit19ck 6:::Cylinder Chassis.
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Three views of the Whitlock 6=Cylinder Chassis.
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20-70 H.P. (SIX CYLINDER) WHITLOCK
CHASSIS SPECIFICATION

ENGINE.-Six cylinders, cast monobJoc, 72'5 mm. bore by 120 mm, stroke (2~ in.X 4i in.),.

Treasury rating, 19'6 h.p.,. cubic capacity, 2,972 cc. The cylinder head can be immediately removed
for valve grinding or decarbonising. A special feature of this head is the design of the combustion

chambers which are of such a shape as to create the best conditions for gas turbulence and the most

rapid flame propagation. They are completely machined to gauge dimensions as in racing engine

practice, thus ensuring uniform and unusually high ratio of compression without risk of detonation

or pre-ignition. This is one of the outstanding reasons for the exceptionally high power output and low

fuel consumption, Aluminium pistons, duralumin connecting rods H section. combining lightness and

strength. Overhead valves operated by push rods and rocker levers. Valves and operating gear totally

encl03ed. Adjustment for valve clearances very accessible, valve cover being quickly and easily removed.

Aluminium crankcase. Camshaft and pump are driven by silent chain of exceptional width and are

extremely quiet,. adjustment is simple. All cams are solid with shaft. The dynamo is driven by silent
chain, easily adjustable. Solex twin carburrettors are fitted. FORCED FEED LUBRICATION.

Inlet protected by fine gauze filter The pump draws the oil from the sump and delivers it under

pi essure to the upper oil filter situated on the near side of the crankcase. Crankcase capacity 2 gallons.

An oil level indicator shows the correct level of oil on a graduated rod, and an oil gauge, situated on the

facia board, registers the oil pressure. The engine has a very clean external appearance and is extremely
accessible from every point of view.

IGNITION.-High tension magneto, driven by silent chain through a Vernier type coupling with

very fine adjustment for timing. It is mounted on a platform in a very accessible position.

COOLING.-By pump circulation, The large area of the water jackets ensures efficient cooling,

STARTING MOTOR.- The starting motor is of the inboard type, with flange mounting. An

inspection opening is provided in the crankcase over the Bendix drive,

DYNAMO.- The dynamo is carried on the near side of the engine in an accessible position,
and is driven by sjlent chain which is completely enclosed and runs in oiL

CLUTCH.-Single dry plate type, smooth and

silky in operation. Spring pressure is self-con

tained and adjustment for wear is provided by
fine-threaded screws. A self-contained baIF-bear

ing thrust is provided for withdrawal.

STEERING. - Maries type, The control

mechanism for throttle and ignition passes down

the centre of the steering column.

GEAR BOX.-Aluminium, bolted direct to

the crankcase, Four speeds forward and reverse.

Right hand change, Large inspection cover, Oil
filler at correct level. Gear ratios:

1s t 18 to 1
2nd 10'9 to 1

3rd 7'42 to 1

4th (top) .. 4'5 to 1
Reverse ., 23'1 to 1

MADE IN ENGLAND
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CHASSIS SPECIFICATION- continued

FRONT AXLE.·-Special steel stamping, H section. T apeI' roller bearings for hubs.

REAR AXLE.-Semi-floating type. Final drive by spiral bevel. Pressed banjo casing. Large

inspection cover at rear.

UNIVERSAL JOINTS. - Enclosed universal joints of ample proportion at each end of

propellor shaft.

SPEEDOMETER.-Positive drive from behind gear box.

FRAME.- The frame, which is of high tensile steef, is exceptionally strong. There are four cross

members and zdditional stay at rear.

SUSPENSION.- Half elIiptic, front and rear. All springs are fitted directly under the main frame.
Shock absorbers fitted front and rear.

CONTROL.- The accelerator pedal is placed between the clutch and brake pedals. Hand controls

for ignition and throttle are on centre of steering wheel.

PETROL SYSTEM.-Autovac supply, main tank at rear of chassis. Capacity of tank, 14 gallons.
The Autovac is of large size, fixed on engine side of dash. The tank filler is in a very convenient

position, so that the removal of luggage, when filling, can be avoided. A petrol gauge is fitted.

The tank holds a reserve supply of two gallons, access to which can only be obtained by turning over the
three-way tap to reserve.

WHEELS AND TYRES.-Steel spoke or
wire detachable wheels to choice, fitted with 31 x

5'25 in. Dunlop cord tyres.

EQUIPMENT. - Fut! kit of tools, shock

absorbers front and rear, tyre pump, jack and

handle, two head lamps, two side lamps, tail lamp.
instrument - board lamp, speedometer, eight - day

clock, oil gauge, electric lighting and starting set,

spare wheel with tyre, tyre carrier, luggage carrier.

carburettor, air- choke for easy starting, grease gun.

CHASSIS LUBRICA TION.- The chassis is greased throughout by grease-gun.

BRAKES.-Internal expanding. The four-wheel brakes are actuated by foot pedal. Special care
has been taken to ensure the exclusion of dirt and oil from the brakes. Hand brake operates direct on
rear wheels, a separate set of shoes being provided.

Al1 drums are of large diameter and shoes are

fabric lined. Simple hand adjustment for all
brakes.

10ft. 4 in.

4 Ft. 4 in.

5 ft. II in.

13 ft. 9 in.

8 in.

DIMENSIONS.

Whee! base

Track ..
Width overall ..

Length overall ..
Ground clearance

D
BUY BRITISH CARS
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20-70 H.P. WHITLOCK SALOON LIMOUSINE

TI-IE coachwork is an exclusive design combining comfort and luxury. The front seats are ofthe armchair type fitted with sliding and Jocking device which enables the seats to be adjusted to

any desired position for the comfort of the passengers. The back seats are deep and luxurious,
fitted with spring cases, and special device which enables the pose of the cushion and back squab

to be altered to suit the occupants.

Four wide doors are provided giving easy access to any part of the car. The upholstery is
of the finest quality leather, with leather pipings, or best quality Bedford cord cloth to choice, with

capacious pockets to doors,. all the cushions are deeply sprung, providing the maximum of comfort.
The fIoor is covered with specially woven wool mat to match the upholstery.

All windows are fitted throughout with winding devices which are easily operated.

The windscreen frame is of metal, nickel· plated, the top half is divided in two sections, the

glass being enveloped and fitted with patent locking device, enabling either half to be adjusted to

any desired angle.

The interior appointments are in keeping with the high quality maintained throughout the car.

The instrument board is of polished walnut and all doors and back quarters are embellished with

polished walnut panels and fillets. Electric light is fitted to the interior.

The finish is high grade coach-painting, finished with four coats of best clear copal varnish, or
cellulose to choice.

The polished instrument board carries clock, speedometer, oil gauge, dash lamp and switches.

Equipment includes luggage grid, tyre carrier, spare wheel and tyre, windscreen wiper, driving

mirror, shock absorbers, full set of lamps, horn, kit of tools, etc.

MADE IN ENGLAND
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20-70 H.F. WHITLOCK SALOON LANDAULETTE

THIS model is a very fine example of the latest automobile design. The head is arranged so
as to be easily raised or lowered, and is covered with the very finest quality enamelled

leather, lined w-ith cloth.

Four wide doors are provided giving easy access to any part of the car.

The windscreen frame is of metal, nickel-plated, the top half being divided in two sections,

envelope type, and is fitted with patent locking device so that it can be adjusted to any position to
suit the driver.

The windows are frameless with patent winding devices which are casily operated.

The front seats are of the armchair type and are fitted with patent sliding and locking device so
that they can be placed in any desired position

to suit the occupants. The upholstery is of finest

quality leather with leather pipings; wool mat is

fitted to the floor to match the upholstery, and the

interior is iHuminated by electric light. The instru

ment board, door panels and fillets are of polished
walnut.

The finish is high grade coach-painting,

finished with four coats of the best clear copal

varnish, or cellulose to choice.

The equipment includes clock, speedometer, oil

gauge, luggage grid, tyre carrier, spare wheel and

tyre, screen ~iper, driving mirror, shock absorbers,
full set of lamps, horn, tools, etc.

This model is, without question, most distinc

tive and useful, as it forms an open or closed
carriage, and every provision has been made for

comfort and luxury.

BUY BRITISH CARS
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20-70 H.P. WHITLOCK TOURING CAR

(with All-weather Equipment)

THIS body is specially designed for comfort, convenience and adaptability.

Slanting type of windscreen is fitted to reduce wind pressure, the top half being divided in two

sections, envelope type, and fitted with patent locking device so that either half can be adjusted as
desired.

The hood is of the patent spring type and can be quickly raised or lowered by one person,.

the hood covering is black mohair waterproof materia1. Special attention has been given to the

A 11-Weather equipment which, when in position, forms a completely closed car, affording ample

protection for (he passengers in bad weather.

Four wide doors are provided giving easy access.

The front seat is fitted with patent sliding and locking device so that it can be easily adjusted

for the convenience of the driver. Behind the front seat is fitted a neat folding table, arranged to

hinge up when required. The back seat, which is sufficiently wide to accommodate three persons,

is fitted with deep luxurious springs and upholstered in best quality leather. A wool mat is provided
to the floor to match the upholstery.

The finish is high grade coach-painting, finished with four coats of best clear copal varnish, or
cellulose to choice.

The equipment includes polished walnut instrument board with clock, speedometer, oil gauge,

switches, etc, let into same, with small cubby hole to hold maps .. etc.,. luggage grid at back, tyre

carrier, spare whee! and tyre, hood cover, screen wiper, driving mirror, shock absorbers, full set of

lamps, horn, tools, etc.

MADE IN ENGLAND
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NEW PRICES OF WHITLOCK CARS.
20 - 70 H.P.

TREASURY RATING 21'5 HP.

Standard Chassis
(Extra for long wheel base, £50)

Two Seater

Touring Car

Coupe
Saloon Landaulette

Fabric" "
Saloon Limousine .

Fabric
It tt

(Extra for divisfon behind driver. £50)

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

£600

£6'75

£675

£750

£700

£750

£700

£750

D
t

D

Special arrangements have been made whereby our cars can be purchased out of income to
suit the convenience of purchasers. One fout,th of the list price of the car is required as deposit
and a small percentage of interest is added to the balance only, which is to be paid off by twelve

equal monthly instalments.

BUY BRITISH CARS
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GUARANTEE.

We give the following Guarantee with our motor cars instead of the Guarantee imposed or
implied by statute or otherwise as to the quality or fitness of such machines for the purpose required;
any such guarantee being in all circumstances excluded.

We undertake, subject to conditions mentioned below, to renew, free of charge, any part of
our chassis found defective. by us, through faulty material or bad workmanship during the first
twelve months from the date of delivery from o~r Works and the damages for which we make
ourselves responsible under this Guarantee are limited to the replacement of any part proved defective
by us. In the case of a purchase from an Agent the Guarantee dates from the day of delivery to
the purchaser providing the Car has not been used in the meantime.

As Motor Cars are easily liable to derangement by neglect or misuse this Guarantee does not
apply to defects caused by wear and tear, misuse or neglect.

If a defective part should be found in a Whitlock Car it must be sent 10 us, carriage paid,
accompanied by an intimation from the sender that he desires it repaired free of charge under our
Guarantee.

[n all cases he must furnish aho number of Car and the name of the Agent from whom he
purchased and the date of purchase. Failing compliance '" ith above, no notice will be taken of
anything which m3Y arrive, but such articles will lie at risk of senders and this Guarantee shall not
be enforceable.

We do not guarantee the specialities of other firms, such as tyres, lamps. magneto, electrical
equipment, &c., or any component parts supplied to the order of the purchaser differing from our
standard Specification.

We decline all responsibility if one of our Cars is altered or modified elsewhere than at our Works

Our Agents are alone responsible to their customers for any and all engagements entered into
by them outside the conditions mentioned herein.

THE TERM AGENT is used in a complimentary sense only and those firms whom we style
our Agents are not authorised to advertise, incur any debts or transact any business whatsoever on
our behalf, other than the sale of goods which they may purchase from us; nor are they authorised
to give any Warranty or make any representation on our behalf other than those contained in the
above Guarantee.

CONDITIONS OF SALE.

Purchasers of Whitlock Cars will note that the Cars are sold only on the Terms of Guarantee
and the General Conditions of Sale herein contained, and on the distinct understanding the vehicle
purchased shall not be exhibited, either directly or indirectly, at any exhibition in the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, WIthout written authority of our Company.

PAYMENT. Nett Cash. One-third of tctal cost with order and balance upon receipt of
invoice when Car is ready at Works. The prices quoted are for delivery at our Works, London,
N.W. All shipments are at consignee's risk and we decline all responsibility for accident or theft
during transit. Customers must assure themselves on delivery the shipment is in order and make all
the necessary claims against the Transport Com pany in case of loss or damage.

Packing for shipment is not carried out by us, but by Packing Specialists; we take no responsibility
for their work. Any time of delivery named in our Contract or correspondence is absolutely contingent
upon War, Strikes, Lock-out, Trade Disputes, Accidents, FIre, Delay or Failure of Sub-Contractors
to complete their contract, and should delivery be delayed in consequence of any or either of the
foregoing contingencies, the Company will not be responsible for damages caused by such delay.

Customers must take delivery within eight days frcm advice that the Car is ready. If desired
we place chauffeurs at the disposal of our customers under their entire responsibility, both from a
legal point of view in regard to possible accidents on the road as well as for accidents they mav
cause to the Car to themselves or third-party ..

Should we cease to manufacture a Car of the type of Model ordered, whether estimated date
of delivery has arrived or not, we shall be at liberty to return the deposit paid on the order of the
purchase and declare their Contract at an end without further liability.

We reserve the right to alter during the course of the year our different chassis, without any
obligation to bring these modifications into chassis previously delivered.
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A VANISHING COUPE.
/

Simple Method of Superseding Hood and Side Curtains by Means of an Easily Collapsible
and Removable Head.

The ingeniolls disappearing cOllpe body, details of which
are .r!iven on tlzis var!e.
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/60 180-~~HJ
STOPPING OI.5TANCE - FT

Acceleration and braking curves, showing res nits obtained.

The off side of the engine, showing the two Solex car bur etters and the
general clean design.
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TYPE: Five-seater tourer, price £795. 1

ENGINE: Six-cylinder, pnsh-rod operated :
overhead valves, bore 72.5 m.m., stroke :
120 m.m., 2,964 c.c.,R.A.C.rating 19.4 h.p., •
Tax £20.

GEARBOX: Four forward speeds. Ratios:
4.5, 7.42, 10.9 and IS to 1.

SUSPENSION: Semi-elliptic springs fore and
aft, with Newton hydraulic shock absorbers.

BRAKES: On all four wheels operated by
foot, lever-operated separate shoes in rear
wheels.

MAXIMUM SPEEDS ON GEARS: 1st., 20
m.p.h. ; 2nd., 32 m.p.h.; 3rd., 50 m.p.h. ;
4th., 71 m.p.h.

TURNING CIRCLE: Right, 4S ft.; Left,
52 ft. 6 ins.

DInlENSIONS: Overall length, 13 ft. 9 ins. ;
overall width, 5 ft. 1~ ins.; ground
clearance, 8 ins.

WHITLOCK MOTORS, .LTD.,

28, Brook Street, London, W.1.

The general neatness of the lay
out umler the bonnet can ue seen
in the photograph. The instrument
board is well designed and includes a
useful cubby hole on the passenger's'
side. Equipment includes clock,
speedometer and dashboard petrol
and oil gauge.

Temple Pre~s Ltd., 7-1S, RusdJery A l.'en Ite, /!J.G.I.


